Non-contact in vivo measurement of ocular microtremor using laser speckle correlation metrology.
Ocular microtremor (OMT) is a small involuntary eye movement present in all subjects. In this paper we present the results of in vivo OMT measurement using a novel non-contact laser speckle technique. OMT signals have not previously been measured from the sclera using this laser speckle correlation technique. To verify the system's ability to record eye movements, it is first tested using a large angle eye rotation. Next, the system is tested with a group of 20 subjects and OMT parameters are extracted. The results of OMT measurements gave a mean frequency of 78 ± 3.86 Hz and peak-to-peak amplitude of 21.42 ± 7.01 µrad, these values are consistent with known values from eye-contacting methods.